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Effect of Guest–Host Hydrogen Bonding on the Structures and Properties of
Clathrate Hydrates

Saman Alavi,* Konstantin Udachin, and John A. Ripmeester*[a]

Introduction

Clathrate hydrates,[1,2] or gas hydrates, are a topic of great
interest today, primarily because of the promise of vast
quantities of natural gas trapped in gas hydrates, both under
permafrost[3] and offshore on continental margins.[3] An
older interest is that of a hydrate hazard for the oil and gas
industries, in which hydrates are capable of blocking pipe-
lines for oil and gas transport.[4] This has generated a branch
of petroleum engineering known as flow assurance, which is

concerned with the development of methods to prevent
pipeline blockage.

These are the oldest[5] and arguably the best understood
class of supramolecular materials, but some problems
remain in, for instance, prediction of hydrate formation, un-
derstanding of guest distributions over hydrate cages, and
other physicochemical properties. The main criterion for hy-
drate formation is that water must be in contact with suita-
ble molecular guests under appropriate conditions (p, T,
concentration). The guests must fill the hydrate cages to a
certain minimum extent in the three common structures—
cubic structure I (sI), cubic structure II (sII), and hexagonal
structure H (sH) hydrates[1]—as required by free energy
considerations.[6] This poses a question as to which mole-
cules are in fact appropriate for hydrate formation. Of the
known hydrate-forming guest molecules, of which there are
around 150,[7] methane is by far the most common guest, be-
cause it occurs in the ubiquitous natural gas hydrates. On
the other hand, methanol, also of an appropriate size, is

Abstract: To provide improved under-
standing of guest–host interactions in
clathrate hydrates, we present some
correlations between guest chemical
structures and observations on the cor-
responding hydrate properties. From
these correlations it is clear that direc-
tional interactions such as hydrogen
bonding between guest and host are
likely, although these have been ignor-
ed to greater or lesser degrees because
there has been no direct structural evi-
dence for such interactions. For the
first time, single-crystal X-ray crystal-
lography has been used to detect
guest–host hydrogen bonding in struc-
ture II (sII) and structure H (sH) clath-
rate hydrates. The clathrates studied
are the tert-butylamine (tBA) sII clath-
rate with H2S/Xe help gases and the pi-

nacolone + H2S binary sH clathrate.
X-ray structural analysis shows that the
tBA nitrogen atom lies at a distance of
2.64 � from the closest clathrate hy-
drate water oxygen atom, whereas the
pinacolone oxygen atom is determined
to lie at a distance of 2.96 � from the
closest water oxygen atom. These dis-
tances are compatible with guest–water
hydrogen bonding. Results of molecu-
lar dynamics simulations on these sys-
tems are consistent with the X-ray crys-
tallographic observations. The tBA
guest shows long-lived guest–host hy-
drogen bonding with the nitrogen atom

tethered to a water HO group that ro-
tates towards the cage center to face
the guest nitrogen atom. Pinacolone
forms thermally activated guest–host
hydrogen bonds with the lattice water
molecules; these have been studied for
temperatures in the range of 100–
250 K. Guest–host hydrogen bonding
leads to the formation of Bjerrum L-
defects in the clathrate water lattice
between two adjacent water molecules,
and these are implicated in the stabili-
ties of the hydrate lattices, the water
dynamics, and the dielectric properties.
The reported stable hydrogen-bonded
guest–host structures also tend to blur
the longstanding distinction between
true clathrates and semiclathrates.
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known only as an inhibitor of hydrate formation.[8] Very re-
cently, several papers have dealt with the “surprising” obser-
vation that ethanol, better known as a hydrate inhibitor, as
well as well as other alcohols, was also able to function as a
hydrate guest.[9] Clearly, between these two extremes in be-
havior—hydrate guests versus hydrate inhibitors—we should
expect a range of hydrate-forming propensities for small,
water-soluble molecules and different physiochemical prop-
erties of the hydrates formed. Such a concept counters a
generally held opinion that the guest molecule does not
affect the properties of the hydrate “very much”.[10] This
opinion is also reflected in the idea that to predict clathrate
hydrate properties only non-specific van der Waals interac-
tions between guest and host need to be taken into ac-
count,[6] although such a model would actually predict that
methanol should form a hydrate. This assumption, really a
first-order approximation, is still the underpinning of most
of the hydrate prediction software that use hybrid molecu-
lar/thermodynamic approaches in which empirical interac-
tion potentials are obtained by their adjustment to fit vari-
ous macroscopic properties.[11] What is lost in this approach
is the connection between the macroscopic (thermody-
namic) view of hydrate formation and a molecular under-
standing of guest–host interactions.

So, which of the properties of hydrates are known to
show trends that depend on the chemical structure of the
guest molecule? First of all, if we examine a number of hy-
drates with guest molecules of similar size and shape, it be-
comes quite clear that there are trends in the stabilities of
the hydrates as judged by the decomposition conditions.
Table 1 shows that hydrates with oxygen-containing guests
tend to decompose at lower temperatures than either the re-
lated hydrocarbons or the sulfur analogue guests.[7] Another,
and related, trend is that of the temperature-dependent die-
lectric properties.[8] At 240 K, the dielectric relaxation times
are some three orders of magnitude shorter for hydrates
with oxygen-containing guests than for those with other
guests. This was attributed to faster water molecule reorien-
tation in hydrates with oxygen-containing guests, also giving
activation energies for this process that are smaller by
nearly a factor of two. In turn, the smaller activation ener-
gies were attributed to transient hydrogen-bond formation
between the guest oxygen and host water molecules, thus in-

jecting Bjerrum-like defects into the hydrate lattice because
of misoriented water molecules. These dielectric observa-
tions have been well corroborated by NMR measurements,
giving a consistent view of water dynamics.[12] Within the
subgroup of hydrates of oxygen-containing guests, there is a
second correlation: that of dielectric permittivity with the
dipole moment of the guest molecule.[12]

Recently, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of hy-
drates have indicated support for hydrogen bonding be-
tween oxygen-containing guests and host water.[13] Both
transient and persistent hydrogen bonds were observed. The
details of guest–host hydrogen bonding on the MD time-
scale appear to depend on the presence of oxygen in the
guest, the dipole moment, and the location of the guest in
the cage as dictated by guest size and shape. In addition, the
number of guest–host hydrogen bonds and the correspond-
ing defects in the water lattice may increase or decrease
with temperature, depending on whether the hydrogen
bonded guest–host structure is more stable than the host–
host hydrogen bond at low temperatures. However, no evi-
dence of hydrogen bonding was observed on examination of
X-ray structural data for hydrates (tetrahydrofuran, dimeth-
yl ether, acetone) for which dielectric, NMR, and MD simu-
lations showed evidence of hydrogen bonding. What must
be taken into account, however, is that the X-ray technique
produces an average “snapshot” of the entire structure. To
observe the hydrogen bonds, there must at any time be a
significant fraction of water–guest hydrogen bonds relative
to the total number of water–water hydrogen bonds in the
system.

Evidence from a diverse set of observations, including die-
lectric relaxation measurements, NMR relaxation times, and
MD simulations, has thus implicated both guest–host hydro-
gen bonds and guest dipole moments in shaping some hy-
drate properties. The timescales of these modes of observa-
tion are very different: stability is a static thermodynamic
property, dielectric and NMR relaxation have microsecond
or slower timescales, and MD simulations are carried out on
timescales of tens of picoseconds to nanoseconds. At this
stage, some clarifying observations would be very helpful
for placing the importance of specific guest–host interactions
on a firmer footing. Conclusive evidence of the role of
guest–host hydrogen bonding could be expected from the

propensities of small molecules
to act both as hydrate formers
and as hydrate inhibitors.
Quantification of this complex
concept would thus offer a way
of advancing hydrate predic-
tion that takes details at the
molecular level into account.

Another reason for interest
in the guest–host interactions
is that many water-soluble
clathrate-forming guests with
potential to hydrogen bond
with the clathrate hydrate lat-

Table 1. Hydrate decomposition conditions for various guests.

Guest molecule X Structure T [8C] (p[a] [atm]) Guest molecule X Structure T [8C] (p[a] [atm])

CH2 II >14 CH2 I 16.2 (5.59)
O II �9.2 O I 11.1
S II 11.7 S I 12.2

CH3XCH3 CH2 II 5.7 (5.45) CH3X CH3 I 14.7 (33.5)
O II �20.7 OH I no hydrate
S II 2.6 SH I 12.0 (1.25)

CH3CH2X CH3 II 5.7 (5.45) CH2 II 5
OH II �73.5 O II �3.5
SH II 3.4 S II 2.6

[a] If a single figure is given, it is the melting point at ambient pressure or in a sealed tube. If two figures are
given, these are the T, P values at the upper quadruple point in the phase diagram.
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tice (such as tetrahydrofuran) act as “promoters” for hydro-
gen or methane storage.[14] These promoters lead to the for-
mation of binary clathrates with hydrogen at much lower
pressures than are required for the formation of the pure
hydrogen clathrate. It is really not known how the promoter
effect can be predicted.

Here we combine both direct X-ray structural data and
MD simulation to validate the case for guest–host hydrogen
bonding and discuss some of its effects. The systems studied
are the pinacolone (tert-butyl methyl ketone) + H2S binary
sH clathrate hydrate and the tert-butylamine (tBA) + H2S/
Xe sII clathrate hydrate.

Results and Discussion

Pinacolone + H2S sH clathrate : The X-ray structure of pi-
nacolone in the large sH cage, viewed looking parallel to
the C6 axis (polar axis) of the cage at 100 K, is shown in
Figure 1. The long axis of the molecule is oriented in the
polar direction of the cage. The carbonyl oxygen of pinaco-

lone is positioned at a distance of 2.96 � from a water mole-
cule in the equatorial plane of the large sH cage. Although
the water hydrogen atom is not visible in this structure, the
pinacolone-O···H�O�H distance is consistent with hydrogen
bonding between the pinacolone molecule and the cage
water. The oxygen atom of the hydrogen-bonded water mol-
ecule is not appreciably pulled out of the “ideal” position in
the cage towards the pinacolone guest.

Simulations of the pinacolone + H2S sH clathrate were
performed for temperatures in the 100–250 K range. The po-
sition of a sample pinacolone molecule in a large cage from
the MD simulation is shown in Figure 2. At 250 K the car-
bonyl oxygen interacts with “equatorial” water molecules of

the large sH cages and forms transient hydrogen bonds as
shown in the right-hand figure. In order for this to occur, a
H�OH···OH2 hydrogen bond in the lattice breaks and the
�OH group rotates towards the hydrogen bond acceptor
atom on the guest molecule. The guest–host bonding can be
quantified by calculating the radial distribution functions
(RDFs) for the pinacolone carbonyl oxygen (OS) with
water oxygen (OW) and hydrogen (HW) atoms at 100 and
250 K, as shown in Figure 3. The OS–OW RDFs at both

temperatures have peaks in the 3–3.5 � range, consistently
with the X-ray structure for this clathrate hydrate shown in
Figure 1. At 250 K a small peak corresponding to the short
distance of ~1.7 � is observed in the OS–HW RDF, which
implies the rotation of a water molecule so as to have the
H�O bond face the pinacolone carbonyl oxygen. This struc-
tural feature is not pronounced at 100 K and these hydrogen

Figure 1. Experimentally determined X-ray structure for the pinacolone
molecule in the sH large cage at 100 K. The full structure of the clathrate
hydrate phase, including the H2S guests in the small and medium sH
cages, can be seen in the CIF files given in the Supporting Information.

Figure 2. Snapshots of a large sH clathrate cage with a pinacolone guest
molecule at 250 K. The guest–host hydrogen bond is show in the right-
hand panel. The hydrogen bond is weak and does not lead to motion of
the water oxygen atom out of its lattice site and distortion of the cage
structure.

Figure 3. The RDFs for the oxygen atom (OS) of pinacolone with the lat-
tice water oxygen atoms (OW) and hydrogen atoms (HW) at two temper-
atures. At 250 K a small peak at ~1.7 � is observed in the OS–HW RDF.
This short distance represented by this peak implies the formation of a
guest–water hydrogen bond. The OS–OW RDF does not change signifi-
cantly with temperature.
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bonds are formed less frequently at this temperature. The
guest–host hydrogen bonds are transient and do not greatly
distort the clathrate cage structure (see below).

The criterion for the formation of a guest–host bond was
whether the distance between the guest oxygen atom (OS)
and a cage water hydrogen atom (HW) is less than 2.1 �.
We determined the probability of guest–host bond forma-
tion for ten pinacolone guest molecules in our simulation at
times in the trajectory from

Pðguest� hostbondingÞ ¼
tðr � 2:1Þ

ttotal
ð1Þ

where t ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(r � 2.1) is the total time in the trajectory when the
guest–host OS–HW distance is less than 2.1 � and ttotal is the
total simulation trajectory time. The probabilities of guest–
host bonding at four temperatures in the 100–250 K range
are shown in Figure 4. The slope of the van’t Hoff plot de-

rived from these probabilities allows us to determine the re-
action enthalpy for guest–host hydrogen-bond formation as
+4.1 kJmol�1. This result shows that the pinacolone–water
hydrogen-bond formation is an endothermic process. The
strengths of the hydrogen bonds between clathrate water
lattice molecules are greater than that of the pinacolone–
water hydrogen bond and thermal vibrations in the lattice
are required to provide the activation energy required to
break lattice bonds.

Average lifetimes for the guest–host hydrogen bonds can
be determined by determining the number of continuous
snapshots over which the pinacolone guest is hydrogen-
bonded to the lattice water molecules. The average lifetimes
for the hydrogen bonds at four temperatures are shown in
Figure 5. The times shown are in units of 0.25 ps.

The pinacolone guests undergo rotation in the equatorial
planes of the large sH cages. Snapshots of the motion of a
pinacolone guest over an observation window of 250 ps at
100 and at 250 K are shown in Figure 6. At low temperature
(100 K) the pinacolone guest mostly associates with a poten-
tial energy well of a single equatorial hexagonal face and
only undergoes hindered rotation within a limited range of
azimuthal angles in the cages. As can be seen in Figure 4,
the probability of pinacolone–water hydrogen bonding is
small at 100 K. At 250 K, the pinacolone molecules have

Figure 4. The probability of guest–host bond formation at different tem-
peratures (top panel) and the van’t Hoff plot for the change in probabili-
ty of pinacolone–water bond formation at different temperatures
(bottom panel). Good linearity is obtained in the van’t Hoff plot.

Figure 5. The average lifetime of a pinacolone–water hydrogen bond at
temperatures between 100–250 K. The times shown are in units of
0.25 ps.

Figure 6. Overlapping orientations of the pinacolone molecule in a large
sH cage at 100 and 250 K. At 100 K the rotation of the molecule in the
equatorial plane is hindered in the timeframe of the simulation
(250 ps).The black guest atoms represent oxygen.
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more kinetic energy, but a greater probability of hydrogen-
bond formation with the cage water molecules. As can be
seen in Figure 5, the lifetimes of these hydrogen bonds are
relatively short and the pinacolone guests dissociate from
and reattach with waters of the hexagonal faces in the equa-
torial plane. As a result of the sizes of the pinacolone guests
and the strong associations with cage water molecules, the
lateral rotation of these guests in the large cages is still not
free at high temperatures.

To quantify the rotation of the pinacolone guests, we
define the orientational autocorrelation function (OACF)
with reference to a unit vector m(t) in the direction of the pi-
nacolone C=O bond at each time t

OACFðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ � mð0Þh i ¼ cos qðtÞh i ð2Þ

where the brackets represent an ensemble average over
pinacolone guests. The OACF(t)= cos qðtÞh i gives a measure
of the average change in orientation of the pinacolone mole-
cules with time. The OACFs for pinacolone at different tem-
peratures are plotted in Figure 7 and can be fitted to double
exponential decay functions:

OACFðtÞ ¼ Ae�t=t1 þ ð1�AÞe�t=t2 ð3Þ

The double exponential fit function allows for two distinct
relaxation timescales—t1 and t2—to account for the decay
of the OACF. The short time scale t2 represents the effect of
high-frequency motions on the relaxation of the OACF,
whereas the longer timescale t1 describes the decay of the
OACF due to the rotation of the guest in the cage. The A

parameter describes the relative contributions of the short-
and long-timescale mechanisms to the decay of the OACF.
The fit parameters A, t1, and t2 for pinacolone at different
temperatures are given in Table 2. The two time constants t1

and t2 measure the long-timescale (low frequency) rotations
of the pinacolone guests in the water cage and the short-
timescale vibrations of the pinacolone molecules in the local
potential minimum (see Figure 6a), respectively. The t1 con-
stant (which varies between 101 and 103 ps) decreases drasti-
cally with temperature. The t2 constant varies between 1
and 2 ps and remains relatively constant with temperature.

At higher temperatures, the kinetic energies of the pina-
colone molecules increase and they can overcome the van
der Waals barrier to rotation in the large sH cages within
shorter times. This is reflected in the smaller value of t1 at
higher temperature (see Table 2). On the other hand, as can
be seen in Figures 4 and 5, the probability and lifetime of
hydrogen-bond formation between pinacolone and the cage
water molecules increases at higher temperatures. These fac-
tors tend to limit the range of angular motion of the pinaco-
lone guests. Hydrogen bonding of pinacolone to cage water
will result in a high frequency vibrational motion of the
guest, characterized by the time constant t2. We see that at
higher temperatures the A factor in Equation (3) increases
as these high-frequency vibrations become more important
in the angular dynamics of the guest. A combination of
these conflicting factors leads to the decay of the OACF ob-
served in Figure 7.

Another interesting aspect of the parameters shown in
Table 2 is the change in the A factor with temperature. The
decrease in the A factor at high temperatures shows that a
simple unimolecular description of the pinacolone rotation
is not sufficient to describe the rotational dynamics of the
guest. Properties that depend on the rotational dynamics of
the pinacolone guests, such as dielectric relation or NMR re-
laxation constants, will thus have complex temperature de-
pendence.

tert-Butylamine + (H2S, Xe) sII clathrate : Pure tBA forms
a structure VI clathrate hydrate upon compression with
water.[25–27] In the presence of helper gases (a mixture of H2S
and Xe in the present case), tBA forms a sII clathrate hy-
drate.[27–29] The single-crystal X-ray structure of the binary
tBA + H2S/Xe sII hydrate gives the placement of the tBA
molecule in the large sII cage as shown in Figure 8. The ex-
perimentally measured N–OW distance is determined as
2.64 �. The experimentally determined structure shows that
the water molecule hydrogen-bonded to the amine nitrogen
has been displaced by about 1 � towards the center of the

Figure 7. The orientational autocorrelation function for the unit vector in
the direction of the C=O bond in pinacolone at temperatures in the 100–
250 K range and in the tBA molecule between 100 and 200 K.

Table 2. Fit parameters for the orientational autocorrelation function of
pinacolone + H2S sH and the tBA + H2S,Xe sII clathrate hydrate.

Molecule Temperature A t1 [ps] t2 [ps]

pinacolone 100 0.822 1567.7 2.00
150 0.794 120.4 0.89
200 0.622 38.5 1.78
250 0.459 15.7 2.06

tBA 100 0.974 1776.2 4.0
150 0.889 402.7 8.2
200 0.765 150.3 7.3
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cage from the ideal cage site. Dos et al.[30] have recently per-
formed ab initio calculations to determine the gas-phase
N···O distance in CH3NH2···HOH to be 2.855 �. The con-
finement of the bulky tBA molecule in the relatively small
size of the sII cages can perhaps explain the shorter hydro-
gen bond length in the clathrate. The powder pattern for the
sII binary tBuNH2/H2S,Xe hydrate, as well as for a sII hy-
drate without H bonds, are given in the Supporting Informa-
tion. We note that there are rather small differences in a
number of reflection intensities in the usual analytical range
of reflections used for phase identification, so routine
PXRD is not likely to be able to distinguish the two forms
of sII hydrate.

The configuration of a tBA molecule in the sII large cages
as determined from molecular dynamics simulations is
shown in Figure 9. At 90 K, the guest–host hydrogen bonds

between the amine nitrogen and water H atoms are long-
lived and tether the guest to a specific site in the cage. The
guest–water hydrogen bond is the result of the rotation of a
cage water molecule in such a way that one H�O bond in
the clathrate hydrate water lattice faces the N atom hydro-
gen bond acceptor of the guest. This leads to the formation
of a Bjerumm L-defect[30] in the clathrate hydrate water lat-
tice. The tBA molecules occasionally detach from their
water partners and undergo partial rotation in the cage
before re-bonding to other water molecules. Consistent with
the X-ray structure, the water molecule hydrogen-bonded to
the amine nitrogen is pulled substantially inward towards
the center of the clathrate cage.

The RDFs for the tBA nitrogen atom (NH) with the cage
water oxygen (OW) and hydrogen (HW) atoms at 250 K are
shown in Figure 10. A distinct peak in the NH–HW RDF at

t ~1.7 � shows strong hydrogen bonding between these
atoms. Moreover, there is a shoulder on the NH–OW RDF
at about 2.6 �, which shows that the hydrogen-bonded
water molecule is pulled inwards from its ideal lattice posi-
tion in the sII large cage. The location of the peak in the
RDF for the NH–OW pair from the MD simulation is in ex-
cellent agreement with the experimentally determined value
of 2.64 � for the separation of these two atom types. This
indicates that a strong hydrogen bond is formed between
the tBA and the water cage molecules. The amine hydrogen
atom (HN)–OW RDF is also shown in Figure 10 and shows
a broad shoulder near 2.2 �, which indicates the presence of
hydrogen-bond interactions between the amine hydrogen
atoms and the clathrate water molecules. There are no par-
ticular short-range correlations between the tBA carbon
atoms and the cage oxygen atoms.

Figure 8. The position of tBA in the sII large cage determined by single-
crystal X-ray crystal structure analysis. The NH–OW distance is deter-
mined to be 2.64 �. The full structure of the clathrate hydrate phase, in-
cluding the H2S, Xe guests in the small sII cages, can be seen in the CIF
files given in the Supporting Information.

Figure 9. A snapshot of a large sII clathrate cage with a tert-butylamine
guest molecule at 250 K. The guest–host hydrogen bond is formed be-
tween the amine nitrogen and a water oxygen atom. This hydrogen-
bonded water is pulled out of its lattice site towards the center of the
cage.

Figure 10. Top panel: the amine nitrogen (NH) RDFs with the water
oxygen (OW) and hydrogen (HW) of the clathrate hydrate at 100 K. The
strong NH–HW peak indicates strong hydrogen bonding between the
guest and cage waters. Middle panel: the amine hydrogen (HN)–OW
RDF. Bottom panel: the RDF of the C3 (methyl) carbon atoms in tBA
with the OW atoms for reference.
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In the 100–200 K temperature range studied, the tBA–
water bonds in the sII binary hydrate are long-lived and the
probability of guest–host bond formation as defined in
Equation (1) is greater than 95%. The strong guest–host
bonding tethers the guest inside the cage and causes a slow
decay of the orientational autocorrelation function. The ori-
entational autocorrelation functions for tBA at three tem-
peratures are shown in Figure 7. These OACFs are fit to the
double exponential decay function [Eq. (3)] and the fit pa-
rameters are given in Table 2.

The decays in the OACF for tBA in the smaller sII cages
are slower than those of pinacolone in the larger sH cages.
The smaller t2 constant for tBA varies between 4–8 ps,
whereas the large t1 constant decreases from 1800 to 150 ps
as the temperature increases. Because of the strong hydro-
gen bonding between tBA and water the decay of the
OACF is dominated by the t1 exponent in the range of tem-
peratures studied.

The OACF decay parameters for tBA are comparable to
those of tetrahydropyran (THP) in the sII clathrate large
cages.[13] The THP guest forms similar strong guest–host
bonds with the sII hydrate large-cage water molecules. Sim-
ulations of the tBA hydrate at 250 K and ambient pressure
show that the hydrate decomposes under these conditions.

We note that tBA has a special place among clathrate-hy-
drate-forming guests. By itself, tBA forms a hydrate known
as structure VI, a true clathrate without apparent hydrogen
bonds between guest and host, at least from the structural
work. This is different from other alkylamines, which form
semiclathrates with unique structures in which guests form
parts of the host lattices. However, with a second, small-
cage guest present, tBA forms a sII hydrate with reasonably
strong hydrogen bonding between guest and host, so there
appear to be relatively subtle differences in the guest–host
interactions for the two structures.

Conclusions

Hydrogen bonding of guest molecules with the cage water
molecules in the pinacolone and tert-butylamine hydrates
has been observed directly by single-crystal X-ray structure
analysis. These hydrogen bonds lead to the formation of
long-lived Bjerrum L-defects[31] in the water lattices of these
hydrates. The guest–host associations affect the guest and
host dynamics. The stronger basicity of the tBA amine
group gives it stronger hydrogen bonds with the water mole-
cules of the clathrate hydrate framework. For this molecule,
the guest–framework water hydrogen bonds form at low
temperatures. The weaker basicity of the pinacolone carbon-
yl oxygen makes the guest–host hydrogen bonds weaker
than the water–water hydrogen bonds of the clathrate
framework. For this guest, thermal excitation of the frame-
work at higher temperatures is needed to weaken the
water–water bonds to form pinacolone–water hydrogen
bonds. These factors lead to the different types of hydrogen

bonding behavior at different temperature for these two
guest molecules.

We recently studied different classes of oxygen-containing
guests in sII and sH clathrate hydrates with molecular dy-
namics simulations and NMR relaxation time studies. We
observed that some oxygen- and nitrogen-containing guest
molecules form hydrogen bonds with the water molecules of
the clathrate framework. The hydrogen-bond formation for
the different guest molecules follows two distinct types of
behavior. For guests with relatively weak guest–water hydro-
gen bonds, such as pinacolone, the hydrogen-bond formation
is enhanced at higher temperatures. For guests with relative-
ly strong guest–water hydrogen bonds, such as tBA, hydro-
gen-bond formation is stronger at lower temperatures.

Semi-clathrate hydrates are clathrate hydrates of guest
molecules with large organic moieties and hydrogen-bond-
ing functional groups, mainly alkylamines.[24] In known semi-
clathrates, the functional groups of the guests are directly in-
corporated into the water lattices and form a number of
unique crystal structures. In the cases of guests such as tBA,
tetrahydropyran, and tert-butyl methyl ether (TBME), the
water lattices of the clathrate hydrates still have the classical
sII or sH structures, but the guest molecules nevertheless
form long-lasting hydrogen bonds with the lattice water mol-
ecules. This can affect guest and host dynamics and the rela-
tive clathrate stability. However, the work presented here
does in fact blur some of the distinction between the “true”
clathrates and semiclathrates.

Experimental Section

Synthesis, X-ray data collection, and structure solution : The samples
were prepared by placing powdered ice and the liquid guest in Pyrex
tubes, ice being in slight excess. Each Pyrex tube was connected to a
vacuum line with a ground glass joint. After cooling of the end of the
Pyrex tube that contained the powdered ice and liquid guest in liquid ni-
trogen, air was removed under dynamic vacuum and a measured volume
of the gas (sufficient to fill all of the small cages in the hydrate struc-
tures) was condensed on top of the frozen mixture. The tube was then
flame-sealed, the cold mixture meanwhile being kept in liquid nitrogen.
After sealing, the sample was allowed to warm slowly to �20 8C in a
freezer. Single crystals of sufficient quality for X-ray diffraction grew
slowly during storage over several years.

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were measured with a Bruker
Apex 2 Kappa diffractometer at 100 K, with use of graphite monochrom-
atized MoKa

radiation (l=0.71073 �). The unit cell was determined from
randomly selected reflections obtained with the aid of the Bruker Apex 2
automatic search, center, index, and least squares routines. Integration
was carried out with the program SAINT, and an absorption correction
was performed with SADABS.[15] The crystal structures were solved by
direct methods and the structure was refined by full-matrix, least-squares
routines with the SHELXTL program suite.[16] All atoms were refined
anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms on guest molecules were placed in calcu-
lated positions and allowed to ride on the parent atoms. Further details
of the X-ray structures are provided in the Supporting Information.
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Computational Methods

Molecular dynamics methods : The initial coordinates of the water
oxygen atoms in the sII and sH clathrates were taken from clathrate X-
ray crystallography.[17, 18] The O�H bond lengths in water are fixed at
1.0 � as per the SPC/E water potential model[19] and the initial positions
of the water hydrogen atoms about the oxygen atoms were chosen ran-
domly to be consistent with the ice rules with simultaneous minimization
of the total dipole moments of the unit cell. For the sII clathrate simula-
tions, cubic cells consisting of 2�2�2 replicas of the unit cell with 1088
water molecules were used. For sH clathrates, the hexagonal simulation
cell was chosen as a 3�3�3 replica of the unit cell with 918 water mole-
cules. The center of mass of each guest molecule was initially placed in
the center of the cage and the guest positions were equilibrated during
the simulation. The large molecules were described with the AMBER
force field[20] with CHELPG atomic point charges[21] and when available,
custom designed force fields were used for the small helper guest mole-
cules. Further description of the force fields are given in reference [13]
and the Supporting Information.

Isotropic constant pressure/temperature NpT molecular dynamics simula-
tions on periodic simulation cells were performed with the DL POLY
software program version 2.16.[22] The pressure was regulated by use of
the modified Nos�–Hoover barostat algorithm[23] with thermostat and
barostat relaxation times of 0.2 and 1.0 ps, respectively. The equations of
motion were integrated by use of the Verlet leapfrog algorithm with a
time step of 1 fs. Long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated by
the Ewald summation method[24] with a precision of 1�10�6 and all inter-
molecular interactions in the simulation box were calculated within a cut-
off distance of Rcutoff=13.0 �. All simulations were performed for a total
time of 250 ps, with the first 50 ps used for temperature scaled equilibra-
tion. Dynamics calculations at each temperature and pressure were per-
formed by starting with the final NpT configurations of the previous
stage. Constant energy/volume NVE simulations for the dynamics were
performed for a total of 250 ps with an equilibration time of 50 ps. Struc-
tural and dynamics parameters were extracted from the run times. Tem-
peratures in the range from 100 K to 250 K at ambient pressure were
studied for each clathrate. Because the SPC/E water potential underesti-
mates the melting point of the Ih ice phase,[19] temperatures may need to
be scaled before making quantitative comparisons between simulation re-
sults and experimental values. Ambient pressure was used in all simula-
tions.

To study the formation of guest–host hydrogen bonds, the 28 water mole-
cules of the sII 51264 large cages or 36 water molecules of the sH 51268

large cages were labeled and the distances between the ether oxygen
atoms (OS) and all protons (HW) of the cage waters were measured at
0.25 ps intervals along the NVE trajectory. If an OS–HW distance was
less than 2.1 �, a guest–host hydrogen bond was assumed to have formed
and a “hit” was assigned to the guest at that instant. The total lifetime of
each guest–host hydrogen bond was recorded and the average probability
of hydrogen-bond formation in the simulation cell was determined at
each temperature by averaging the ratio of times during the trajectory
that all guest molecules spent hydrogen-bonded to the cage water mole-
cules.
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